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Company information 
 

 

Founded in 2002, Dahai Commodity Co., Ltd located in Wutu 

China. Our plant is close to QINGDAO, SHANGHAI, and NINGBO ports that made our export business 

very convenient. The advantageous traffic conditions can also ensure delivery on time. And it’s also very 

convenient for checking our factory for our oversea clients.

 

We are a professional manufacturer of various HDPE/LDPE/LLDPE/PP plastic packing bags. We can 

produce the right plastic bag based on your requirement, with different material, size, thickness, color, 

heat seal or die cut, fragrance, printing, LOGO, etc.

 

According to different function and shape, our main plastic packing bags product are as follows: T

bags; Flat bags; food packing bags; garbage bags also called trash bag, waste bag that include: S 

perforated Garbage bags, drawstring garbage bag, Star seal garbage bag, trash can liners; Tie handle 

pedal bin liners; rubble sacks, etc; shopping bag; carrier bag; freezer bag; Ice cube bags; fold top 

sandwich bags; disposable plastic table cover

apron; shoe cover; plastic garment bag; self seal bag; Resealable bags; side seal bag; zipper bag; pet 

care bags; dog poop bag; cat tray liner; nappy bag; fruit bag; self stand up bag; wet umbrella bag, etc.

 

In Dahai, What’s your want is just what we do! Providing satisfactory products and service to our clients is 

always our goal. We can manufacture different plastic packing bags and film for you. With more than 10 

years’ experience of producing and exporti

in international market. The annually net productivity reaches to 100000 Tons and the figure is keep 

growing now. Export rate is more than 95%. Our main export region covers America, Australia,

Africa, Middle East, etc. 

 

More detail, please check our products list. We are looking forward to your inquiry and cooperation!

 

 

Founded in 2002, Dahai Commodity Co., Ltd located in Wutu Industry park, Weifang, Shandong province, 

China. Our plant is close to QINGDAO, SHANGHAI, and NINGBO ports that made our export business 

very convenient. The advantageous traffic conditions can also ensure delivery on time. And it’s also very 

or checking our factory for our oversea clients.  

We are a professional manufacturer of various HDPE/LDPE/LLDPE/PP plastic packing bags. We can 

produce the right plastic bag based on your requirement, with different material, size, thickness, color, 

seal or die cut, fragrance, printing, LOGO, etc. 

According to different function and shape, our main plastic packing bags product are as follows: T

bags; Flat bags; food packing bags; garbage bags also called trash bag, waste bag that include: S 

forated Garbage bags, drawstring garbage bag, Star seal garbage bag, trash can liners; Tie handle 

pedal bin liners; rubble sacks, etc; shopping bag; carrier bag; freezer bag; Ice cube bags; fold top 

sandwich bags; disposable plastic table cover- table cloth; Disposable plastic gloves; disposable plastic 

apron; shoe cover; plastic garment bag; self seal bag; Resealable bags; side seal bag; zipper bag; pet 

care bags; dog poop bag; cat tray liner; nappy bag; fruit bag; self stand up bag; wet umbrella bag, etc.

In Dahai, What’s your want is just what we do! Providing satisfactory products and service to our clients is 

always our goal. We can manufacture different plastic packing bags and film for you. With more than 10 

years’ experience of producing and exporting, the quality and price of our products are both competitive 

in international market. The annually net productivity reaches to 100000 Tons and the figure is keep 

growing now. Export rate is more than 95%. Our main export region covers America, Australia,

More detail, please check our products list. We are looking forward to your inquiry and cooperation!

 

Industry park, Weifang, Shandong province, 

China. Our plant is close to QINGDAO, SHANGHAI, and NINGBO ports that made our export business 

very convenient. The advantageous traffic conditions can also ensure delivery on time. And it’s also very 

We are a professional manufacturer of various HDPE/LDPE/LLDPE/PP plastic packing bags. We can 

produce the right plastic bag based on your requirement, with different material, size, thickness, color, 

According to different function and shape, our main plastic packing bags product are as follows: T-shirt 

bags; Flat bags; food packing bags; garbage bags also called trash bag, waste bag that include: S 

forated Garbage bags, drawstring garbage bag, Star seal garbage bag, trash can liners; Tie handle 

pedal bin liners; rubble sacks, etc; shopping bag; carrier bag; freezer bag; Ice cube bags; fold top 

h; Disposable plastic gloves; disposable plastic 

apron; shoe cover; plastic garment bag; self seal bag; Resealable bags; side seal bag; zipper bag; pet 

care bags; dog poop bag; cat tray liner; nappy bag; fruit bag; self stand up bag; wet umbrella bag, etc. 

In Dahai, What’s your want is just what we do! Providing satisfactory products and service to our clients is 

always our goal. We can manufacture different plastic packing bags and film for you. With more than 10 

ng, the quality and price of our products are both competitive 

in international market. The annually net productivity reaches to 100000 Tons and the figure is keep 

growing now. Export rate is more than 95%. Our main export region covers America, Australia, Europe, 

More detail, please check our products list. We are looking forward to your inquiry and cooperation! 



 

 

 



Product list  

1.garbage bag/trash bag

1(1) S Perforation Garbage Bag

S perforation garbage bag has easy closed 

convenient for collecting garbage, widely used in office, 

school, home, etc. We can manufacture these kinds of S 

peroration garbage bags for you

1(2) Drawstring garbage bag

1(3) Star seal garbage bag 

The bottom of star seal garbage bag is star 

sealed so it is called star seal garbage bag. It is 

usually used as trash can liner. We can produce 

different size star seal garbage bags for 

you.      , 

 

 

 

 

1.garbage bag/trash bag 

S Perforation Garbage Bag 

S perforation garbage bag has easy closed tie handle, very 

convenient for collecting garbage, widely used in office, 

school, home, etc. We can manufacture these kinds of S 

peroration garbage bags for you 

Drawstring garbage bag 

We can produce good quality drawstring garbage 

bag for you with easy closed drawstring. With 

many years of experience in garbage bag 

producing industry. Our drawstring garbage bags 

are welcomed by all over the world

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The bottom of star seal garbage bag is star 

star seal garbage bag. It is 

used as trash can liner. We can produce 

different size star seal garbage bags for 

We can produce good quality drawstring garbage 

easy closed drawstring. With 

many years of experience in garbage bag 

producing industry. Our drawstring garbage bags 

are welcomed by all over the world 



2. Food packing bag

2(1)food bags on roll

We can make all kinds of food packing bags, 

freezer food storage bag. We will 

grade virgin HDPE, LDPE or LLDPE material 

to produce food bags for food packing.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2(2)stand up pouch/ziplock bag

Food packing bag 

food bags on roll 

We can make all kinds of food packing bags, 

freezer food storage bag. We will use food 

grade virgin HDPE, LDPE or LLDPE material 

to produce food bags for food packing. 

stand up pouch/ziplock bag 

The stand up Pouch can be self seal bag or with zip lock. 

Our stand up pouch is made by pure LDPE, low density 

polyethylene. Usually, it is transparent. You can put your 

small accessories, keys, smart phone in it. It can keep 

your goods dry and clean.... 

The stand up Pouch can be self seal bag or with zip lock. 

Our stand up pouch is made by pure LDPE, low density 

Usually, it is transparent. You can put your 

small accessories, keys, smart phone in it. It can keep 




